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Abstract

Using an effective 3He-3He interaction, we have investigated the

> .̂\ fission and fusion of 3He drops from a static point of view. Our cal-
Xg
* culations show that a fission barrier develops for these neutral sys-

, terns, and that their saddle configurations are rather elongate. The

transition from oblate to prolate shapes as a function of the angu-

lar momentum L, as well as critical values for fission and fusion are

discussed for some selected cases. We show that a kind of proximity

potential can be extracted from the drop-drop interaction potentials.
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1 Introduction

The rapidly evolving field of atomic cluster physics has shown how a

young and dynamic discipline can benefit from the skills developed in other

branches of Physics, as atomic and especially, nuclear physics [1,2]. Ob-

viously, one should be very cautious and not to take for granted that any

phenomenon studied or technique used in one of these fields, can be straight-

forwardly applied to the others. But uncovering common features could shed

light on the physical facts and stimulate research in these fields.

Particularly appealing is the close parallelism between collective motions

in atomic nuclei and in near-free electron metal clusters. Small amplitude

collective modes (giant resonances) in nuclei [3] have their natural counter-

part as surface plasmon modes in metal clusters [4]. Large amplitude col-

lective motions (fission) are at present well established for multiply charged

metal clusters [5,6], as they are in nuclear physics [7]. Some recent cal-

culations [8] have also found striking analogies between heavy ion nuclear

reactions [9] and metal cluster collisions.

In the case of helium clusters, the rather scarce experimental informa-

tion has hampered a similar development of the field [10]. In spite of this,

the interest of theoreticians in describing the ground-state and collective

excitations of liquid He drops is steadily growing, especially for the simpler

case of 4He [11-16].

Since the proposal by Stringari of a density functional for liquid He

[17,18], it has been used with some success in a variety of problems, becom-

ing a reliable tool in situations were a fully microscopic approach is pro-

hibitive, as in the study of finite systems at non-zero temperature [19,20]

and of collective excitations in 3He [21].
* *

It is the aim of the present work to apply that density functional to

the description of some static aspects of the fission and fusion of liquid
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3He drops. In section 2 we present the method used to compute the fission ;

barriers and the corresponding results. The drop-drop interaction potentials

obtained in the sudden approximation are presented in section 3. Finally, |>

a short summary is presented in section 4. |
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2 Fission Barriers

Our starting point is the density functional of ref. [17]. For the sake of

completeness, let us recall here its explicit expression. The total energy of fi
}'i

a given cluster is written as . • -j
|

E[p] = j£(p,r)dr, (I) . \

where p and T are the particle and kinetic energy densities. The energy :

density £ (p, T) reads

£(P, r) = £ + A,, + AV r + 2 + cp^ + A,( Vp)2 . (2)

-
The coefficients Aj, A"i, A2, 6, c and 7 are free parameters which can be

written in terms of the parameters of an effective 3He-3He interaction [17].

They have been fixed so as to reproduce some experimental properties of

the homogeneous system, and the liquid surface tension. We shall use the
f' '

following set [22]:

t j A ! = -395.2 KA5 /li=4867KA8

A2 = 2235KA5 7 = 2.109

6 = -681.9 KA3 c = 1.452 106 KA3 0 4^ .

•^ For the homogeneous liquid at saturation, these parameters yield an energy

per atom E0 = —2.49 K, a saturation density p0 = 0.0163 A~ , an incom-
v pressibility (poK)'1 — 12.1 K, an effective mass m*/m = 2.8 and a surface

tension a = 0.113 KA~2. The latter value has been obtained using for T the

following Extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) approximation [12,23]

Eqs. (2) and (3) constitute the density functional used in this work. For

an isolated spherical drop without rotation, the ground-state density p is

obtained solving the Euler-Lagrange equation

" •



i where n is the chemical potential. It can be seen in refs. [23,24] that the

E T F results are in excellent agreement with the quanta! (Hartree-Fock)

ones. «i
f: - -
fj '' The method we have employed to compute the fission barriers is based [
it . \i
l\ ' on a fully variational E T F model in two dimensions. Our axially symmetr ic t!
li i
i code describes the symmetric fission of rotating 3He drops, and with some :

j straightforward modifications could be used for * He and include also thermal

' effects. The description of the basic ingredients of the code is given in refs.

[25,26] and refs. therein. t

, To describe the symmetric fission of a drop, we have parameterized the

fission path by the quadrupole moment Q. To obtain the equilibrium density

at given values Q = Q0 of the deformation and L of the angular momentum,

we have minimized the total energy with the usual constraints on Q and

i.

where E is given by eqs. (1-3) and the Lagrange multiplier u is to be identi-

fied with the angular velocity around the rotation axis x. We have imposed

axial symmetry around the 2-axis and have solved the Euler-Lagrange equa-

tions corresponding to (5) in cylindrical coordinates (r,z) employing a space

step of 2k.

Rotation has been considered in the rigid body approximation, i.e., at a

given deformation, the moment of inertia IR needed to compute the angular

velocity

u = &L (6)

and the rotational energy

is obtained from the self-consistent variations! density p(r,z):
21
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as well as the quadrupole moment:

(Q) = II 2nrdrdz [2z2 - r2] ^ r , z) . (9)

1 Figure 1 shows the fission barrier of 3He50o as a function of Q (in units of

100 A ) for L = 0. Contrarily to other models based on parameterized den-

sities [27], our variational ETF method yields saddle configurations which

are very elongated and deformed (see Fig. 2), whose energy is above that

corresponding to two separated drops of half mass. This is so because in

absence of shell effects, the configuration that minimizes the energy of the

,. ^ cluster is spherical. Although shell effects could change this picture in some

cases, we expect that feature to be the general one, especially for large

clusters in which shell effects play a minor role.

The system rapidly evolves from the saddle to the scission configuration,

whose energy is close to twice the energy of 3He(Ar/j)(~ — 566K for N =

500). For comparison, in Fig. 1 we have indicated by a vertical arrow

*< j the quadrupole moment corresponding to two spherical 3He2so drops at a

distance twice the value of the 5% central density radius of 3He2so.

Further insight into the fission process can be gained from Figs. 2 and

s^> 3. In Fig. 2 we show several equidensity lines corresponding to some 3He50o

configurations along the fission path, the last two roughly corresponding

to the saddle and scission points, respectively. It is quite interesting to

observe that the surface diffuseness depends very little on deformation: the

equidensity lines are parallel except at the neck region when it has fully

developed. A three dimensional isometric view of the same configurations

is displayed in Fig. 3.

The lacking of a net electric charge makes 3He cold drops stable against

fission. As one can see from Fig. 1, E(N) < 2E(7V/2), thus preventing the

system from spontaneously fissioning. However, thermal and/or rotational

effects can trigger the fission process. To study the effect of rotation, we
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have solved eq. (5) for 3Hesoo and 3Heiooo for different values of L.

Fig. 4 displays the fission barriers of 3He10oo for selected /--values. The

critical angular momentum, i.e., the value for which the fission barrier dis-

appears, is found to be !,„ ~ 4000 ft for N = 1000, and ICT ~ 2000 h for

N = 500.

It is interesting to look at the morphological changes induced in the drop

by moderated Zr-values. For slow rotations, the equilibrium configuration

of the drop is oblate, and it spins around the symmetry axis. That can be

seen in Fig. 5, where we have plotted the energy difference

&E = E(L,Q) - E(L,0) (10)

corresponding to 3Hesoo for several /.-values. One may observe that for L'<

1200 h, AE has a minimum at negative Q-values, i.e., oblate configurations.

As rotation gets faster, the equilibrium configuration corresponds to

positive Q-values, i.e., prolate shapes, and the system spins around an axis

perpendicular to the symmetry axis. In 3Hesoo this occurs for L > 1250 h.

The system thus undergoes a shape transition as L increases, evolving from

oblate shapes at small //-values, to prolate ones when L increases. More

complex configurations (triaxial shapes) may exist between oblate and pro-

late shapes [27], but they cannot be described within our axially symmetric

ETF model.

The oblate-to-prolate transition causes a sharp increase in the moment

of inertia. This effect, which is called giant backbending, has been well

studied in nuclear physics (see [28] and refs. therein). A convenient way

of showing this phenomenon is to plot the moment of inertia versus (Au>)2-

We have done so in Fig. 6 for 3HeSOo.

It can be seen that the transition takes place at moderate deformations.

This opens up the possibility of using simple models to obtain the angu-

lar momentum at which the transition occurs. Indeed, one can employ a

£••* t
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schematic model which describes the shape of the drop as an axially sym-

metric ellipsoid of constant density pQ:

(x/a)* + (y/af + (z/c)* = l, (11)

with a > c (a < c) for oblate (prolate) shapes. Assuming that the volume

is conserved during deformation, the deformation energy can be written as

[27]

ED = £%[(Bs-l) + y(BK-l)]t (12)

where y is the fissility defined as

y = E°R/E°s, (13)

Eg is the surface energy and E^ the rotational energy of the spherical drop.

The functions BS and BR depend on the deformation parameter

= e [ ( a / c ) 2 - l ] ,

where e = 1(—1) for oblate (prolate) shapes, and are easy to evaluate for

the ellipsoid (11):

f (1 - e2)1/3 T, L arcsine J

Bs =

(prolate)

(14)

and
(I _

( p r o l a t e )

(15)

1 + e2)-1/3 (oblate).

Using these formulae, one finds that the transition from oblate to prolate

happens at L ~ 1350 h for 3HeSOo and at ~ 3050 ft for 3He100o. The corre-

sponding values obtained from the Liquid-Drop model of [27] are ~ 1200 h

and ~2700 ft, respectively. The value obtained in the ETF model for 3HeSOo

is around 1250 ft. Thus, all these models yield values in good agreement.

8
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; 3 Interaction potentials and fusion

The 4He;v — 4 He interaction potential and its use to study the scattering

(! of 4He atoms off 4Hew drops has been addressed in great detail in ref. [29].
ji '
.£'< ^ . On its side, the density functional (2) offers the possibility of calculating
j ; _ t
], the drop-drop interaction potential and exploring the fusion of two drops
>

when they collide.

; We have calculated the interaction potential in the sudden approxima-

tion, in which one assumes that the relative motion between the two drops is

fast enough for their densities not to rearrange [30,31]. We refer the reader

*"" to ref. [31] and refs. therein for a throughout discussion of this approxima-

tion in nuclear physics. The interaction potential for a head-on collision is

written as

V(R) = Jdr[£(Pl + p2)-£(Pl)-£(p2)}, (16)

where R is the distance between the centers of the drops, and H(p) is given

n i by eq. (2). For non-zero impact parameter collisions, eq. (16) has to be

modified by adding the centrifugal energy:

-, L(L+l)h*

where ft is the reduced mass of the system.

Fig. 7 shows the 3He5oo-3He5oo interaction potential for several values

of L. The steep rise of the potential at short distances (the rms radius

of 3HeSOo is 15.8 A) is due to the Pauli repulsion arising from the kinetic

energy contribution in (16). This is a characteristic feature of the potentials

calculated in the energy density formalism [30,31].

This procedure can be carried out for any 3Hejv+3HeM system. However,

it would be useful if one could obtain a kind of universal potential valid for

any system. That is the basic motivation of the so-called proximity potential

[32].



To see whether or not one can obtain a universal drop-drop potential,

we have proceeded as follows. We have first determined the interaction

potentials for systems made of any pair of 3He/v drops with A7 = 165, 250,

330, 500 and 1000, and have written V(R) for any system as [31,32]:

V(R) = to-ML-UW (18)

ti\ + tii

where /Z, = r0N^3 with TO = 2.45A, and s = R—R\ —R^. If a universal law

exists, the [/(&} functions should be system-independent, and this is indeed

the case. We display in Fig. 8 U(s) vs. s (dots) for all the systems we have

studied. Remarkably, these dots are distributed along a well defined curve

showing little dispersion. We have parameterized U(s) by

t/o + q(s + s0)2 s < s0 ,

where t/o = -1.212 K, a = 1.081 10-2(A)-«, 9 = 8.607 10-2KA~2, <5 =

2.308 and ao = 5.026 A. The thick line in Fig. 8 represents the analytical

U(s), which is a good approximation to the U(s) extracted from eq. (18).

The interaction potentials (16) and (18) can be readily used to obtain the

fusion cross section in a serniclassical approximation. Let us briefly recall the

method [31]. The possibility of fusioning is associated with the appearence

of a "pocket" in the effective (head-on plus centrifugal) potential. Hence,

we can define a critical angular momeritum L^ for fusion above which the

effective potential has no minimum. In the case of Fig. 7, this critical value

is 3100 n.

For a given energy in the center-of-mass

we solve for LM the equation

vt a i j . ^ LM(LM + 1) _ P , o m

v(RM ) + - 5—55 - = ECU , (20)

10
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where RM is the position of the maximum of the barrier for LM- If we

suppose that for LM < L& the system fuses (sharp cut-off approximation),

we get for the fusion cross-section

K L=0

From eq. (20) we get

- (LM + l?K3^[EcM-V(Ru)}. (22)

Thus finally
(23)

Fig. 9 represents the fusion cross sections for the systems 3Hssoo+3He«;oo»
3Hesoo+3Heiooo and 3Heiooo+3Heiooo as a function of l/E(K). as has been

normalized dividing it by the geometrical section of the target 7/2?., RT =

2.45./V.J/ (A). The normalization causes the 500+1000 cross section to seem
smaller than the other two, whereas ap is actually larger the larger the mass

\
of the system is.

Within the sharp cut-off model, <7j? is an increasing function of l/E
t

•^ because V(RM) is always negative, in contradistinction to the nuclear case
\^
- [31]. At high energies ap abruptly falls, and becomes zero at a finite value of

, E. This value corresponds to the largest LM (i.e., £«.) in eq. (20) compat-

ible with the appearance of a maximum (and a minimum) in the effective

potential. For small energies, the sharp cut-off approximation breaks down

and eq. (21) is no longer valid.
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i 4 Summary

In this work we have studied some aspects of the fission and fusion of

liquid 3He drops from a static point of view. We have used a reliable den-

sity functional whose parameters were adjusted to reproduce experimental

properties of the liquid.

We have studied the fission process triggered by rotation, and have also

discussed the shape transition occurring at small angular momentum. We

have found that, even without rotation, a low fission barrier develops, and

that the saddle configurations are more elongate than tnese corresponding

to two touching half-mass drops.

We have also obtained interaction potentials in the sudden approxima-

tion and have shown that they follow a proximity scaling. Using these

potentials, we have calculated the fusion cross section for some 3He sys-

tems.

It would be quite interesting to compare the predictions we have made

using static methods with the results of a dynamical calculation. The sim-

plicity of the density functional (2) allows one to use quite powerful dy-

namical formalisms, like the Vlasov or Landau- Vlasov [33] methods. Work

along this line is now in progress.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Fission barrier of 3Hesoo as a function of the quadrupole mo-

ment. The horizontal line corresponds to the total energy of two non-

overlapping 3Hc2so drops. The vertical arrow indicates the quadrupole

moment of two touching 3He2so drops.

Figure 2. Equidensity lines of fissioning 3He50o. From inside to outside,

these lines correspond to p = 0.017, 0.016, 0.015, 0.01 and O.OOlA'3.

The quadrupole moment Q is in units of 100A2.

Figure 3. Three-dimensional isometric view corresponding to the 3He50o

configurations displayed in Fig. 2.

Figure 4. Fission barriers of 3He10oo as a function of quadrupole moment

for some values of L (in h). L& is ~ 4000%.

Figure 5. Deformation energy of 3He50o as a function of quadrupole mo-

ment for several values of L.

Figure 6. Giant backb'ending in the oblate-to-prolate shape transition in
3HeSoo- The numbers along the line indicate the value of L (in h}.

Figure 7. 3HeSOo-3HeSoo interaction potential for some values of L (in fi).

Lcr is ~ 3100ft.

Figure 8. Proximity potential U(s). The dots have been obtained from

eq. (18), and the line is the fit using eq. (19).

Figure 9. Fusion cross section for the indicated projectile-plus-target 3He

drops.
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